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The present paper deals with the study of rotation eﬀect on the characteristics of Rayleigh waves propagating in a
homogeneous, transversely isotropic piezothermoelastic half space in the framework of linear theory including Coriolis
and Centrifugal forces. The medium is subjected to stress free, thermally insulated, electrically shorted/charge free bound-
ary conditions and is rotating about an axis perpendicular to its plane. Characteristics of surface waves propagating in
thermoelastic piezoelectric solids and their dependence upon various geometric and physical parameters are derived. After
deriving secular equations in closed form and isolated mathematical conditions, the eﬀect of rotation on dispersion curves
and attenuation proﬁles is studied. The speciﬁc loss factor and relative frequency shift are also obtained in case of open and
closed circuit electric surface conditions. Finally, in order to illustrate and verify the analytical results, numerical solution
of various secular equations and other relevant relations are derived for cadmium selenide (6 mm) class material. The anal-
ysis shows that the rotation sensitivity at long wavelengths (in the vicinity of the surface) is substantially greater than those
at short wavelengths (deep into the half space). The study is very helpful in the development of rotation sensors and other
piezoelectric devices.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Propagation of waves in piezoelectric materials is an active research subject for engineers and scientists
because of its applications in piezoelectric ﬁlters, resonators, transducers and other devices. The eﬀect of
various physical quantities like stress, acceleration and temperature variation on wave speed or frequency pro-
vides the foundation for the development of many acoustic sensors (White, 1998). Particularly, frequency
shifts due to rotation have been used to construct (Tiersten et al., 1980, 1981) gyroscope (angular rate sensors).
The eﬀect of rotation on wave characteristics in piezoelectric crystals has been discussed by various authors0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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(1994), the surface acoustic waves in elastic solids are greatly aﬀected by rotation and the speeds of disturbed
waves are dependent upon rotation rate. This can be made applicable to design rotation rate sensors based on
surface acoustic waves. Lao (1980) derived gyroscopic eﬀect in surface acoustic waves. The thickness vibra-
tions of rotating piezoelectric plate are discussed by Yang et al. (1988). Rotation-perturbed surface acoustic
waves propagating in piezoelectric crystals have been investigated by Fang et al. (2000). Rotation sensitivity
of waves propagating in a rotating piezoelectric plate has been discussed by Fang et al. (2002). Tiersten
(1963a), studied thickness vibrations of piezoelectric plates and also discussed wave propagation in an inﬁnite
piezoelectric plate (Tiersten, 1963b). Mindlin (1974) derived the equations of high frequency vibrations of
thermo-piezoelectric crystal plate. Sharma and Pal (2004) discussed the problem of propagation of Lamb
waves in a transversely isotropic, charge free piezothermoelastic plate. Sharma et al. (2004b) also studied ther-
moelastic Lamb waves in electrically shorted, transversely isotropic, piezothermoelastic plate. Sharma et al.
(2004a) presented the three dimensional vibration analysis of a piezothermoelastic cylindrical panel. Straight
and circular crested waves in generalized piezothermoelastic plates have been studied by Sharma and Walia
(2006a). The latest study by Sharma et al. (2005) on propagation characteristics of Rayleigh waves in trans-
versely isotropic piezothermoelastic materials has wide applications in design and construction of temperature
sensors and surface wave ﬁlter devices. This study has further been extended to generalized piezothermoelastic
half spaces by Sharma and Walia (2006a,b).
It is known that surface wave solution for non-rotating piezoelectric solids may not be unique, Lothe and
Barnett (1976). There are generally, two surface waves namely (i) Rayleigh wave because of its resemblance to
the Rayleigh wave in elasticity, Rayleigh (1885) and (ii) Bleustein–Gulyaev wave owing to the original work of
Bluestein (1968) and Gulyaev (1969). The former is conﬁned in a plane, called sagittal plane, and the latter has
only one non-zero displacement component that is perpendicular to the sagittal plane. According to Fang
et al. (2000), a piezoelectric material may not permit propagation of more than one rotation-perturbed surface
wave even if both the Rayleigh wave and the Bleustein–Gulyaev wave are permissible under non-rotating con-
ditions. In the present paper, an attempt has been made to study the eﬀect of rotation on Rayleigh waves in
piezothermoelastic half space. Our numerical solutions for cadmium selenide (CdSe) material shows that the
wave speed is higher at small wave number in case of rotating half space than non-rotating one which
decreases with increasing wave number to becomes closer to thermoelastic Rayleigh wave speed in both cases.
This dependence is stronger with the electric charge free (open circuit) boundary conditions than with the
electroded (closed circuit) boundary conditions.
2. Formulation of the problem
We consider a homogeneous, transversely isotropic, piezothermoelastic half space initially at uniform tem-
perature T0 and electric potential /0. We take origin of the coordinate system (x,y,z) at any point on the plane
horizontal surface and z-axis pointing vertically downward into the half space, which is thus represented by
zP 0. The surface z = 0 is subjected to stress free, thermally insulated or isothermal and charge free (open
circuit) or electrically shorted (closed circuit) boundary conditions. We chose x-axis in the direction of wave
propagation so that all particles on a line parallel to y-axis are equally displaced. Therefore, all the ﬁeld quan-
tities will be independent of y coordinate.
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about y-axis. Further the disturbance is assumed to be conﬁned to the neighborhood of the free surface z = 0
and hence vanishes as z!1. Let~uðx; z; tÞ ¼ ðu; 0;wÞ be the displacement vector, /(x,z, t) is the electric poten-
tial and T(x,z, t) denotes temperature change in the medium. The non-dimensional basic governing equations
for homogeneous, transversely isotopic, linear piezothermoelasticity; in the absence of charge density; heat
sources and body forces; after including Coriolis and centrifugal forces are given by Sharma et al. (2005)c11u;xx þ c44u;xz þ ðc13 þ c44Þw;xz þ ðe15 þ e31Þ/;xz  b1T ;x ¼ qð€u X2uþ 2X _wÞ ð1Þ
ðc13 þ c44Þu;xz þ c44w;xx þ c33w;zz þ e15/;xx þ e33/;zz  b3T ;z ¼ qð€w X2w 2X _uÞ ð2Þ
ðe15 þ e31Þu;xz þ e15w;xx þ e33w;zz  e11/;xx  e33/;zz þ p3T ;z ¼ 0 ð3Þ
K11T ;11 þ K33T ;33  qCe _T ¼ T 0ðb1 _u;1 þ b3 _w;z  p3 _/;zÞ ð4Þwhere b1 = (c11 + c12)a1 + c13a3, b3 = 2c13a1 + c33a3; a1, a3 and K11, K33 are, respectively, the coeﬃcients of
linear thermal expansion and thermal conductivity, in the direction orthogonal to axis of symmetry and along
the axis of symmetry; q and Ce are the mass density and speciﬁc heat at constant strain, respectively; cij are the
isothermal elastic parameter, eij are the piezoelectric constants, eij is elastic permittivity tensor and p3 is pyro-
electric constant. The rotation of the half space about an axis perpendicular to xz-plane presents the advan-
tage of decoupling of purely transverse shear horizontal (SH), motion which is thus not considered here. We
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ð5ÞHere  is the thermoelastic coupling constant, x* is the characteristic frequency of the medium, p is the piezo-
thermoelastic coupling constant and vp is the longitudinal wave velocity in the medium. Upon introducing the
quantities (5) in Eqs. (1)–(4), we getu;xx þ c2u;zz þ c3wz;xz þ pe1/;xz  T ;x ¼ €u X2uþ 2X _w ð6Þ
c3u;xz þ c2w;xx þ c1w;zz þ pðe2/;xx þ /;zzÞ  bT ;z ¼ €w X2w 2X _u ð7Þ
e1u;xz þ e2w;xx þ w;zz  gð/;xx þ /;zzÞ þ pT ;z ¼ 0 ð8Þ
T ;xx þ KT ;zz  _T ¼ ½ _u;x þ b _w;z  pp _/;z ð9ÞThe primes have been suppressed for convenience. The constitutive relations are given byrzz ¼ ðc3  c2Þu;x þ c1w;z þ p/;z  bT
rxz ¼ c2ðu;z þ w;xÞ þ pe2/;x ð10Þ
Dz ¼ ðe1  e2Þu;x þ w;z  g/;z þ pT ð11Þ
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The non-dimensional boundary conditions at the surface z = 0 of half space are given below:
(a) Mechanical condition: The surface (z = 0) of the half space is assumed to be stress free which leads torzz ¼ 0; rxz ¼ 0 ð12:1Þ
(b) Thermal conditions: The surface (z = 0) is maintained at thermally insulated conditions and hence we
haveT ;z ¼ 0 ð12:2Þ
(c) Electrically conditions: The surface of the half space is subjected to either charge free or electrically
shorted conditions. For charge free (open circuit) surface of the half space we getDz ¼ 0 ð12:3Þ
In case of electrically shorted (closed circuit) surface of half space, we have
/ ¼ 0 ð12:4Þ
where Dz and / are respectively the electrical displacement and electric potential.3. Formal solution
We assume solution of the formðu;w;/; T Þ ¼ ð1;W ;U; S; ÞU expfinðx sin hþ mz ctÞg ð13Þ
where n is the wave number, x is the angular frequency and c ¼ xn is the phase velocity of the wave. Here h is
the angle of inclination of wave normal with axes of symmetry (z-axis), m is an unknown parameterW, U and
S are respectively, the amplitude ratios of displacement w,electric potential / and temperature change T to
that of displacement component u. The use of solution (13) in Eqs. (6)–(9) leads to a system of following cou-
pled equations in terms of the amplitudes [1,W,U,S]T. We havec2m2 þ s2  c2ð1þ C2Þ þ ðc3msþ 2iCc2ÞW þ pe1msUþ ix1csS ¼ 0 ð14:1Þ
ðc3ms 2iCc2Þ þ ðc1m2 þ c2s2  c2ð1þ C2ÞÞW þ pðe2s2 þ m2ÞU ix1bmcS ¼ 0 ð14:2Þ
e1msþ ðe2s2 þ m2ÞW  gðs2 þ m2ÞUþ ix1pmcS ¼ 0 ð14:3Þ
scþ bmcsW  pcspmU ix1½zðs2 þ Km2Þ þ c2S ¼ 0 ð14:4Þwhere z = ix, s = sinh, C ¼ Xx.
The system of equation (14) has a non-trivial solution if the determinant of coeﬃcients of [1,W,U,S]T
vanishes which leads to following polynomial characteristic equation:m8 þ Am6 þ Bm4 þ Cm2 þ D ¼ 0 ð15Þ
whereA ¼ a1 þ s
2
K
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 
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(15) being biquadratic in m2 possesses four roots m2i , i = 1,2,3,4. Since, we are interested in surface waves
only, so it is essential that the motion must conﬁned to free surface z = 0 of the half space. Consequently,
the characteristic roots m2i must satisfy the radiation condition Im(mi)P 0. Then the formal solution for dis-
placements, temperature change and electric potential is written asðu;w;/; T Þ ¼
X4
q¼1
ð1;W q;Uq; SqÞUq expfinðx sin h mqz ctÞg ð17ÞThe amplitude ratios Uq, Wq, and Sq (q = 1,2,3,4), are given asW q ¼ D1ðmqÞ=DðmqÞ;Uq ¼ D2ðmqÞ=DðmqÞ; Sq ¼ D3ðmqÞ=DðmqÞ ð18Þ
where D(mq) and Di(mq), q = 1,2,3 are deﬁned in the Appendix.
Upon using Eq. (18) in the constitutive relations (11), the stresses, electric displacement and temperature
gradient, are obtained asðrzz; rxz;Dz; T ;zÞ ¼
X4
q¼1
inðD1q;D2q;D3q;mqSqÞUq expfinðx sin h mqz ctÞg ð19ÞwhereD1q ¼ ðc3  c2Þ sin hþ c1mqW q þ pmqUq 
b
in
Sq
D2q ¼ c2mq þ c2 sin hW q þ pe2 sin hUq;
D3q ¼ ðe1  e2Þ sin hþ mqW q  gmqUq þ pSq=in; q ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4
ð20Þ4. Derivation of the secular equations
Upon invoking boundary conditions (12.1)–(12.3) at the surface z = 0, we obtain a system of eight simul-
taneous linear equations in amplitudes Uq, q = 1,2,3,4 asX4
q¼1
D1qUq ¼ 0;
X4
q¼1
D2qUq ¼ 0;
X4
q¼1
D3qUq ¼ 0;
X4
q¼1
mqSqUq ¼ 0 ð21ÞThe system of equation (21) has a non-trivial solution if the determinant of the coeﬃcients of Uq, q = 1,2,3,4
vanishes, which after applying algebraic reductions and manipulations, leads to a secular equation for the
propagation of modiﬁed guided waves in the stress and charge free, thermally insulated piezothermoelastic
half space. The corresponding secular equation is obtained asm1S1G1  m2S2G2 þ m3S3G3  m4S4G4 ¼ 0 ð22Þ
whereG1 ¼ D12ðD23D34  D24D33Þ  D13ðD22D34  D32D24Þ þ D14ðD22D33  D32D23Þ ð23:1Þ
G2 ¼ D11ðD23D34  D24D33Þ  D13ðD21D34  D31D24Þ þ D14ðD21D33  D23D31Þ ð23:2Þ
G3 ¼ D11ðD22D34  D24D32Þ  D12ðD21D34  D31D24Þ þ D14ðD21D32  D22D31Þ ð23:3Þ
G4 ¼ D11ðD22D33  D23D32Þ  D12ðD21D33  D31D23Þ þ D13ðD21D32  D22D31Þ ð23:4ÞSimilarly, upon invoking boundary conditions (12.1), (12.2) and (12.4) at the surface z = 0 and simplifying
we obtain the secular equation for electroded (closed circuit) stress free, thermally insulated half space asm1S1G
0
1  m2S2G02 þ m3S3G03  m4S4G04 ¼ 0 ð24Þwhere G01;G
0
2;G
0
3;G
0
4 are obtained from Gi, i = 1,2,3,4 by replacing D3q with Uq in Eq. (23).
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The secular equations (22) and (24) contain complete information about the phase velocity, wave number
and attenuation coeﬃcient of the surface waves in a rotating piezothermoelastic half space under considered
conditions. In general, wave number and hence the phase velocities of the waves are complex quantities, there-
fore the waves are attenuated in space.
If we writec1 ¼ V 1 þ ix1Q ð25Þso that n = R + iQ , where R = x/V and V, q are real numbers. Also the roots of characteristic Eq. (15) are, in
general complex, and hence we assume that mq = aq + ibq, so that the exponent in the plane wave solution (13)
becomesR Q
R
x1 sin hþ mIqx3
 
 iRfx1 sin h mRq x3  Vtg ð26ÞwheremRq ¼ aq  bqQ=R; mIq ¼ bq þ aqQ=RThis shows that V is the propagation velocity and Q is the attenuation coeﬃcient of the wave. Upon using Eq.
(25) in secular equations (22) and (24) the values of phase velocity (V) and attenuation coeﬃcients (Q) can be
obtained for diﬀerent values of wave number (R). The complex characteristics equation (15) can be solved with
the help of DesCartes algorithm along with reduced Cardon’s method, and roots so obtained as used in sec-
ular equations (22) and (24) through various relevant relations. The secular equations are solved for phase
velocity and attenuation by using iteration method. In general, characteristic equation (15) is of the form
f(m,R,V,Q) = 0 which can be solved form by using DesCartes procedure along with reduced Cardon’s meth-
od for ﬁxed values of R and given V = V0 and Q = Q0. The secular equations (22) and (24) are algebraic equa-
tions of the form g(m,V) = 0. For known values of m, these equations can be solved for phase velocity (V) and
attenuation coeﬃcients (Q). We shall use iteration method to ﬁnd the velocity and attenuation coeﬃcients for
diﬀerent values of the wave number R and procedure adopted is outlined below.
The functional iteration method to solve an equation f(V) = 0, require to put this equation in the form
V = /(V), so that the sequence {Vn} of iterations for the desired root can be easily generated as follows: If
V0 be the initial approximation to the root, then we have V1 = /(V0), V2 = /(V1), V3 = /(V2), . . ., and so
on. In general,Vn+1 = /(Vn), n = 0,1,2,3, . . . If j/ 0(V)j  1, for all V  I, then the sequence {Vn} of approxi-
mations to the root will converge to the actual value V = Va of the root, provided V0  I. Here I is the interval
in which the root is expected. For initial values of V = V0 and Q = Q0, Eq. (15) can be solved for m by Des-
Cartes procedure for particular value of the non-dimensional wave number R. The values of m so obtained are
then used in secular equations (22) or (24) to obtain current values of V and Q which are further used to gen-
erate a new approximation until or unless the sequence of iteration (approximations) to the value of V (or Q)
converges to desired level of accuracy. That is for examples the condition jVn+1  Vnj < e, e being arbitrary
small number to be selected at random in order to achieve the accuracy level, is required to be satisﬁed. This
process is continuously repeated for diﬀerent values of the wave number R to obtain phase velocity V and
attenuation coeﬃcient Q.
5.1. Speciﬁc loss
The speciﬁc loss is the amount of energy (DE) dissipated in a specimen through a stress cycle to the elastic
energy (E) stored in that specimen at maximum strain. The speciﬁc loss is the most direct method of deﬁning
internal friction for a material, Puri and Cowin (1985). According to Kolsky (1935) in case of sinusoidal plane
wave of small amplitude the speciﬁc loss (DE) equals 4p times the absolute value of the imaginary part of n to
the real part of n. Therefore, we have
F1066 J.N. Sharma, V. Walia / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 1060–1072SL ¼ DE
E
¼ 4p ImðnÞ
ReðnÞ

 ¼ 4p VQx

 ð27Þ
5.2. Frequency shift
The frequency shift of the wave is deﬁned as Dx = x(X)  x(0), X being angular rotation, so that the rel-
ative frequency shift due to rotation is given byRFS ¼ Dx
x

 ¼ xðXÞ  xð0Þxð0Þ

 ð28Þwhere x(0) is the frequency of the waves in the absence of rotation.
6. Numerical results and discussion
With the view of illustrating theoretical results obtained in the proceeding sections, we now present some
numerical results. The material chosen for this purpose is cadmium selenide (CdSe), the physical data for
which is given asc11 ¼ 7:41 1010 Nm2; c12 ¼ 4:52 1010 Nm2; c13 ¼ 3:93 1010 Nm2
c33 ¼ 8:36 1010 Nm2; c44 ¼ 1:32 1010 Nm2; b1 ¼ 0:621 106 NK1 m2
b3 ¼ 0:551 106 NK1 m2; e13 ¼ 0:160 Cm2; e33 ¼ 0:347 Cm2
e51 ¼ 0:138 Cm2; 11 ¼ 8:26 1011 C2 N1 m2; 33 ¼ 9:03 1011 C2 N1 m2
Ce ¼ 260 J kg1 K1; p3 ¼ 2:94 106 C K1 m2; Y r ¼ 4:48 1010 Nm2
ar ¼ 4:4 106 K1; a1 ¼ 3:92 1012 C N1; K1 ¼ K3 ¼ 9 Wm1 K1
q ¼ 5504 kg m3; T 0 ¼ 298 K; x ¼ 2:14 1013 s1; X ¼ 8 rpm
The complex roots of characteristics equation (15) have been computed with the help of DesCartes procedure,
which are then used to solved secular equations (22) and (24) through various relevant relations in order to
obtain phase velocity (V) and attenuation coeﬃcient (Q) by adopting procedure outlined in Section 5. The100
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The corresponding plots of non-dimensional phase velocity, attenuation coeﬃcient, speciﬁc loss and relative
frequency shift with non-dimensional wave number are given in Figs. 1–8. The non-dimensional rotation rate
has been taken as C = 0.2 in Figs. 1–7.
The phase velocity proﬁles are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 for charge free and electrically shorted boundary of
half space, respectively. It evident that the waves at long wave length have substantially greater sensitivity to
rotation than at short wave lengths. The eﬀect of rotation on Rayleigh waves in the considered material half
space is quite large in case of charge free (open circuit) boundary of the half space as compared to electrically
shorted (closed circuit) one. The wave speed of piezothermoelastic Rayleigh wave approaches to that of ther-
moelastic Rayleigh wave in the absence of rotation (dotted curves). Moreover, the phase speed in the presence
of rotation (solid curves) also approximately coincides with piezothermoelastic Rayleigh wave speed as the
wave number progresses towards large values. Both the proﬁles are dispersive for 0 6 R 6 2 and vary linearly
(non-dispersive) for all RP 2. The eﬀect of anisotropy is also quite pertinent from the plots. The dispersion0
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1068 J.N. Sharma, V. Walia / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 1060–1072eﬀect is very high along h = 75 as compared to h = 90. The phase velocity increases due to rotation for
charge free boundary of the half space and suﬀer a decrease in case of electroded one.
Figs. 3 and 4 represent attenuation coeﬃcient proﬁles of Rayleigh waves in case of charge free and elect-
roded boundary conditions of the half space, respectively under rotation and non-rotation environment. The
attenuation proﬁles vary in a non-linear manner at small wave numbers (long wave lengths) and linearly at
high wave numbers (short wave lengths) in both the cases. The degree of non-linearly is quite higher along
h = 75 than h = 90. The attenuation is increased due to rotation for an open circuit (charge free) half space
and suﬀers a decrease due to rotation in case of closed circuit (electroded) boundary of half space. The atten-
uation variations are large along h = 75 rather than along the surface (h = 90), although its magnitude is
very small. The magnitude of attenuation is 10 times more in case of electroded half space than for charge
free one as can be noticed from the respective plots. The variations of speciﬁc loss factor (i.e. the amount
of energy dissipation per stress cycle at maximum strain) are presented in Figs. 5 and 6 in case of charge free
and electrically shorted boundary conditions; respectively. The trend and behaviour of these proﬁles in noticed
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with wave number (R).
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However, the proﬁles h = 75 are lying above to those of h = 90 in addition to suﬀering of less dispersion than
phase velocity. The speciﬁc loss also increases due to rotation in case of charge free and decreases for electri-
cally shorted boundary conditions of the half space along both the directions of wave propagation. Here the
dissipation-like behaviour is mainly attributed to the conversion of mechanical energy into heat becomes the
considered material constants are almost damping free.
The relative frequency shifts with wave number is plotted in Fig. 7 in case of charge free and electrically
shorted boundaries of the considered half space. The relative frequency shifts is quite higher at low wave num-
bers which diminishes with increasing wave number. The proﬁle of relative frequency shifts are dispersive in
the wave number range 0 6 R 6 2 and decrease linearly for RP 2. This shift is substantially higher in case of
electroded (closed circuit) boundary of the half space than charge free (open circuit) half space and the dis-
persion of these proﬁles is signiﬁcantly high for h = 75 as compared to those along h = 90.
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1070 J.N. Sharma, V. Walia / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 1060–1072Fig. 8 represents variations of relative frequency shifts with rotation X in both the cases of open and closed
circuit boundaries of the half space. The relative frequency shift varies linearly with increasing rotation-rate in
a half space with electroded and charge free surfaces rotation but non-linearly for small values of rotation.
These rotation sensitivity characteristics are of interest for the development of rotation sensors, pyro and pie-
zoelectric devices for which frequency insensitivity to rotation is desired.7. Conclusion
The characteristics of the dispersion relations of waves propagating in a polarized piezothermoelastic half
space rotating about its normal with uniform angular velocity are presented. Characteristics of surface waves
propagating in thermoelastic piezoelectric solids and their dependence upon various geometric and physical
parameters are derived. After deriving secular equations in closed form and isolated mathematical conditions,
the eﬀect of rotation on dispersion curves and attenuation proﬁles is studied. The speciﬁc loss factor and rel-
ative frequency shift are also obtained in case of open and closed circuit electric surface conditions. In order to
illustrate and verify the analytical results, numerical solution of various secular equations and other relevant
relations are derived for cadmium selenide (6mm) class material. The analysis shows that the rotation sensi-
tivity at long wavelengths (in the vicinity of the surface) is substantially greater than those at short wave-
lengths (deep into the half space).The study is very helpful in the development of rotation sensors and
other piezoelectric devices.Acknowledgements
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